Right Off The "Hot Toys" List For The 2003 Holiday Season
Family Fun magazine just released the list of toys it predicts to be the hot sellers of the 2003
holiday season. On that list is a radio control stunt car. This amazing Radio Control Stunt Car
has just hit the ground running... at amazing speeds, flipping, twisting rolling and climbing. It
never gets stuck. Now available at the Internet toy store "PuzzleVehicle Toys",already well know
for its unique toys and gifts for kids of all ages.
(PRWEB) October 10, 2003 -- Puzzle Vehicle Toys just added one of the "must have" toys of the holiday
season. The radio control stunt car, also known as the "Lunar Stunt Vehicle" or the "Stunt Buggy" is already
rolling out our doors at high speed. Karyn Grimm, owner of Puzzle Vehicle Toys said, "We knew when we first
saw this toy that we had better make sure we have plenty on hand". ÂAt first we thought we might have over
stocked but at the rate they are selling we are scrambling to locate more to make it through the holidays" says
Karyn.
This is not the mini stunt vehicle that you may have seen. The radio control stunt vehicle makes a great gift for
ages 5 and up. It is high quality and for under $30.00 it comes with all of the required batteries, charger and
controller. The stunt vehicle is fast moving, it can do wheelies and even move completely upside down. Its
large knobby wheels allow it to climb and tumble without getting stuck.
Karyn suggests that people put in their orders know, as they are available for immediate shipping. ÂDonÂt
wait till the big holiday ruch as the stunt vehicle may be hard to getÂ adds Karyn.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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